
 

Private Instruction will include: 

 

 

Quarterbacks 

 Individual Skill Assessment 
 Throwing Mechanics 
 Footwork Mechanics 
 Drop back Fundamentals (1,3,5 - Step Drop both Under Center and Gun) 
 Throwing on the run 
 Ball Handling 
 Play Action 
 Deep Ball 
 Red Zone Throws 
 Escape Drills 
 Screens 
 Huddle/On the Line Procedures 
 Decision Making 
 Reading Coverages 
 Leadership Goals 

 
 
Wide Receivers 

 
 Individual Skill Assessment 
 Stance and Get-Off 
 Releases 
 Cutting 
 Catching Fundamentals 
 Run After Catch 
 Pattern Running (Inside/Outside Receiver Pattern) 
 Deep Ball Catching 
 Red Zone Catching 
 Screens 
 Reading Coverages 
 Leadership 
 Goals 



 

 

2015 
EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 

For Quarterbacks and Receivers 
Coach Watson’s Profile 

 
 Currently Quarterback Coach at Oak Ridge High School. (2007 – present) 

 Coach Watson has provided Private Instruction for Quarterbacks and Receivers for 
the past 15 years in the Sacramento Area. 

 Co-Founder of West Coast Youth Football – Provides a Youth Football Contact 
Camp, Advanced Passing and Receiving School, and Quarterback School for Youth 
Football Players in the Sacramento Area. 

 Head High School coach at Fort Bragg High School (1 Year), Liberty High School in 
Brentwood (5 Years), and Oak Ridge High School (11 years) 

 Defensive Back Coach at Long Beach State (7 Years) 

 Assistant to the Defense Back Coach at University of Southern California    (1 Year) 

Testimonials 

Parker Barry, Quarterback – Oak Ridge High School 

My son’s experience with Coach Watson was amazing!  I brought him to Coach Watson to be evaluated to see if he saw any 
potential in my son regarding the skills necessary to pursue the QB or WR positions.  After working with him and talking in 
private with my son, he told me that indeed he did see some potential at both positions, but that he seemed to possess the 
skills at QB if my son wanted to put some work in and practice.  He wanted it to be my son’s decision though as to what 
positions he truly desired to play.  After they spoke, my son admitted that he wanted to try and become a better quarterback 
as he really enjoyed that position.  With that, they began working towards the goal of improving on all the important qualities 
and techniques necessary to obtain the end result of learning those skills necessary to being in that quarterback position.  

Through Coach Watson’s training sessions, he worked on his footwork, timing and throwing technique.  My son came off the 
field after their very first session together telling me he learned techniques and things he had never been shown or told 
before.  He gave him drills to practice at home and on his own between sessions.  Through his constant encouragement and 
constructive criticism, my son’s ability improved over time.  He received constant feedback and was able to fine tune his 
technique.  Coach Watson was diligent, patient and enthusiastic at every session.  Not only did my son receive invaluable 
skills for helping him to be a more efficient and accurate quarterback, but he left each session with a life lesson and positive 
attitude, which is something Coach Watson made a point of at their meetings.  He reinforced that ATTITUDE is a choice, 
on/off the field. 

I cannot thank him enough for all the feedback, time, and skills he has given my son.  I highly recommend anyone looking to 
improve in any area of football to contact Coach Watson and discuss what’s best for his/her athlete.  Not only were the one on 
one sessions beneficial, but the Advanced Camps he offers the summer were extremely helpful in reinforcing and maintaining 
those fundamental techniques needed to be successful in this sport. 

-The Barry Family 



Ian Book, Quarterback – Oak Ridge High School, 1st Team All-League – 2 Years. 

“Coach Watson, we would like to thank you for the hard work and time you have devoted to our son Ian over the past three 
years.  When you first met Ian he was a very young quarterback.  It is amazing to see his growth as an athlete and as an 
individual.  With your expertise, you were able to see Ian’s potential and helped him develop into a successful high school 
quarterback and potentially a college level QB.  The fundamentals and defensive recognition techniques you taught Ian have 
enabled him to effectively read defenses and throw the ball to the open man with precision and accuracy.  He is now playing 
on a level far beyond his years.  You have given him the tools and confidence to become a successful football player gaining the 
respect of his teammates, coaches and most importantly his opponents.  We consider you both a coach and a friend.  We look 
forward to your continued work with Ian and sharing in his future successes an athlete.” 

-Rick and Kim Book 

“I first met Coach Watson when I was playing Jr. Football in 8th grade.  We worked with me and improved my game so that I 
could be prepared for high school.  He has been my Varsity coach for the past year and a half and I have learned more about 
not only the physical part of being a quarterback, the mental game as well.  He is a perfectionist in everything he does and 
that is what makes him so great.  He taught me many things that I will carry through the rest of my high school experience 
and on to the next level in college.  I highly recommend his skills as a coach to a student of the game at any age level that 
wants to learn and have fun while doing it. 

Thank you so much Coach “Wat” for all you have done for me.” 

-Ian Book – Oak Ridge High School Varsity QB 

 

 Ryan Brown, Tight End – Oak Ridge High School 

Best decision we made was having our son Ryan, take private instruction during the off-season from Coach Watson.  He 
instilled knowledge of the positions and proper technique to improve his game.  Coach Watson’s play integration with running 
routes, reading coverages, and catching technique helped immensely in preparing him for the next level.  What we liked about 
the private training is Coach Watson built a rapport with Ryan.  Under his guidance Coach shared Ryan’s strengths and what 
needed to be improved upon.  He equipped him with various drills to work on between sessions so he could hone in on certain 
skills to become a stronger athlete and teammate. 

Coach Watson KNOWS football and not only provides a positive atmosphere, but also has a passion for teaching players.  His 
enthusiasm shows through at each session.  He instills the values and core disciplines that are necessary to be successful on 
and off the field.  He provides constructive feedback, encouragement, and motivation to excel. 

We can’t thank Coach Watson enough for what he did for Ryan.  Football is extremely competitive and any opportunity to 
learn and play smarter is an advantage.  The one-on-one instruction provided Ryan, who plays on the Oak Ridge Freshman 
team, the confidence and preparation needed for the upcoming season.  Our son is a better athlete and player because of 
Coach Watson. 

-Stephen & Wendy Brown 

 

Jacob Norville – Quarterback – Capitol Christian High School – Sac Bee Freshman of the year 

Our son had the privilege of working with Coach Watson for an entire off-season leading into his freshman year of High 
School.  We met weekly and Coach was always prompt and had a well thought out plan for the session.  He knew what he was 
teaching technically but we always appreciated how he adapted everything to the specific offense that Jacob would be running 
in his High School.  The hard work paid off, as he was the starting QB and earned freshman of the year in the Sac Bee.  We 
would highly recommend Coach Watson for local Quarterback training. 

-The Norville’s 

 



 

Ryan Hicks, Quarterback – Jesuit High School 

I want to extend my most heartfelt recommendation of Mark Watson to all parents that have a son that is passionate about 
football.  My son, Ryan Hicks, has been working with Coach Watson for 6 years, since starting with football at 8 years old.  
Mark “discovered” Ryan’s skill and enjoyment of playing quarterback early on and over the last 6 years has turned him into a 
Nationally recognized QB.  He has done this by emphasizing fundamentals, sound techniques, and the strategy of the 
position.  

 
-Russ Hicks 

 

Josh Leifker, Wide Receiver – Oak Ridge High School 

Our son has had the pleasure of working with Coach Watson for the past 2.5 years.  From the first session, we could tell that 
he was in very good hands.  The attention to detail that Coach Watson provides and his emphasis on fundamentals are 
effective building blocks.  He's corrective and encouraging.  We've seen our son's skill set grow immensely and his focus and 
effort levels are tremendously higher as well.  Not only has Coach Watson taught him how to play a position, he has given him 
a solid understanding of what's taking place all around him on the field. 

-Sam & Tracy Cox, EDH 

 

Bailey Savage, Quarterback – Oak Ridge High School 

The two absolute requirements to becoming an elite quarterback are expert instruction and hard work. Mark Watson provides 
the expertise. His process for developing polished quarterbacks is unmatched in the Sacramento region. My son, Bailey, is a 
recent example. Bailey was a 13-year-old flag football passer when he started weekly private instruction with Coach Watson. 
Seven months in Watson's system transformed Bailey, and now he is the starting JV quarterback at topflight program Oak 
Ridge High School, behind varsity quarterback Ian Book (another Watson student). Coach Watson takes a mindful approach 
to his craft by adapting his instruction to the aptitude of each student, inserting new elements at the proper time to ensure 
growth and (with hard work performed by the student) ultimate success! 

-Jeff Savage 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


